Welcome to Dino Valley — where the cave men and friendly dinosaurs live peacefully together. But beware of the cheeky T-Rex, it's sneaking around the corner and trying to steal their food.

5598 Dino Valley
3-6 years.

5597 Dino Trap
3-6 years.

5596 Dino Birthday
2-5 years.
Something's always happening at the zoo!

LEGO Duplo

4960 Giant Zoo 2-5 years.
4961 Fun Zoo 2-5 years.
4962 Baby Zoo 2-5 years.
Caution! Construction Area!

LEGO® Ville

2-5 years

4988 Construction Site 2-5 years.
4986 Digger 2-5 years.
4987 Gravel Pit 2-5 years.
4976 Cement Mixer 2-5 years.
4978 Road Sweeper 2-5 years.
There is never a dull moment in LEGO® Ville

- **5601 Fire Station**: 2-5 years.
- **5603 Fire Chief**: 2-5 years.
- **4977 Fire Truck**: 2-5 years.
- **5602 Police Station**: 2-5 years.
- **4963 Police Patrol**: 2-5 years.

**New February**
There's always something fun to do on the farm!

The farmer harvests the field!

Use the conveyor belt to move the hay directly into the barn!

4973 Harvester 2-5 years.
4972 Animals 1½-5 years.
4969 Tractor Fun 2-5 years.
4975 Farm 2-5 years.
World of Trains!

3775 Points
2-5 years.

3771 Train Starter Set
2-5 years.

Go round!
2735 Curved Rails
2-5 years.

Go further!
2734 Straight Rails
2-5 years.

Can Bob and the team fix it?
Yes, they can!

3288 Packer
2-5 years.

3297 Scoop and Lofty at the Building Yard
2-5 years.

3289 Muck & Roley in the Sunflower Factory
2-5 years.
Play out your dreams in LEGO® BELVILLE™!

Have you always wanted to raise a dog and a little puppy or compete in a horse jumping competition? Now you can with LEGO® BELVILLE™. You can own your very own stable: Groom, feed and water your horses. And you can even run a household: make a great family meal, grill out on the barbeque, and feed and put the baby to bed.

New February

7585 Horse Stable
5-10 years.

7587 Horse Jumping
5-10 years.
7582 Royal Summer Palace
5-10 years.

7583 Playful Puppy
5-10 years.

7586 Sunshine Home
5-10 years.

Lights up
Let LEGO® Creator be the gateway to your creativity. "3 in 1" means you get three realistic, detailed alternative models in every box, every time! And you can bring your Creator models to life using the Power Functions system. Imagine it – build it!
BUILD YOUR OWN WORLD!
WORLD OF TRAINS!

With so many LEGO® Creative Building sets to choose from, the possibilities are endless. Build a boat, a rugged truck or a funny duck – it's all up to you!

6161 LEGO® Brick Box
From 4 years.
3 instructions
15 ideas

628 Building Plate (48 x 48 studs)
From 4 years.

5584 LEGO® Fun with Wheels
From 4 years.
3 instructions

6164 LEGO® Rescue Building Set
From 4 years.
6 instructions
35 ideas

6166 LEGO® Large Brick Box
From 4 years.
5 instructions
25 ideas
“Attention all units, robbery in progress!” Be a part of the LEGO® City police force and catch the bad guys! You can even take the police truck out on a secret surveillance mission.
Be part of the force!
A house in LEGO® City is burning!

There is a Four-Alarm fire downtown and the heat is on. Can you help the brave firemen put out the flames and rescue the cat trapped in the apartment?
FIRE ALARM!

- 7944 Fire Hovercraft
  - For 5-12 years

- 7942 Fire Pick-up Truck
  - For 5-12 years

- 7890 Ambulance
  - For 5-12 years

- 7241 Fire Car
  - From 5 years

- 7239 Fire Truck
  - From 5 years

- 7945 Fire Station
  - For 5-12 years
Boat really floats!

The Harbour is really bustling!

The LEGO® City Harbour is alive with activity. There’s a back-up of ships waiting to be unloaded, and the massive pier crane will have to work overtime to get the job done, while the container stacker tries to keep up and put the containers in the right place.
7991 Garbage Truck 5-12 years.
7994 LEGO City Harbour 6-12 years.
7990 Concrete Mixer 5-12 years.
7992 Container Stacker 5-12 years.
7993 Service Station 5-12 years.
There's no time to lose! You have to deliver the cargo on time. LEGO® City is a busy place, so you will have to work around the clock just to keep up! Use the truck and plane to get the cargo to its destination – fast!
Load up the cargo!
Control the trains!!
Get the high-speed passenger train into the station on time and load the freight cars with the loading crane and forklifts. Don't forget to switch the tracks! The remote controlled models look and sound like the real thing.

Battery powered trains with light and sound.

7898 Cargo Train Deluxe
6-12 years.

7897 Passenger Train
6-12 years.

7895 Switch Tracks
5-12 years.

7896 Straight & Curved Rails
5-12 years.
Coming in May 2008

LEGO INDIANA JONES IV
The epic battle between good and evil continues! The mighty trolls, equipped with siege towers, massive warships and assault wagons, are on the offensive. The dwarves, with their clever tactics and ingenious weapons, and aided by valiant dragon-riding knights, should be more than a match for the brutish trolls! Yet who will prevail?!
7038 Troll Assault Wagon
7-12 years.

7036 Dwarves’ Mine
7-12 years.

7040 Dwarves’ Mine Defender
6-12 years.
A dark shadow is gathering in the East. Led by the Evil Wizard, legions of skeletal warriors and powerful dragons are out to enslave the good people of the West. There is only one hope – the King and his valiant forces! Who will prevail?

7091
Knights Catapult Defence
6-12 years.

7092
Skeletons’ Prison Carriage
6-12 years.

7094
King’s Castle Siege
7-12 years.
7009 The Final Joust 5-12 years.

7090 Crossbow Attack 6-12 years.

Tipping bridge
Secret door
Draw bridge + Portcullis
Huge catapults
The Dark Knight
Coming in June 2008
RESUE THE LEADER OF EXO-FORCE™ USING THE NEW BATTLE MACHINES' MINI-ROBOTS TO SCOUT THE DENSE JUNGLE. WATCH OUT - THE ROBOT MACHINES HAVE THEM TOO!
LEGO EXO-FORCE

8113 ASSAULT TIGER FROM 7-14 YEARS

8115 DARK PANTHER FROM 7-14 YEARS

RESCUE THE LEADER OF EXO-FORCE™ USING THE NEW BATTLE MACHINES’ MINI-ROBOTS TO SCOUT THE DENSE JUNGLE. WATCH OUT – THE ROBOT MACHINES HAVE THEM TOO!

CHECK OUT THE COOL COMBINATION MODELS ON WWW.EXO-FORCE.COM
Fire foam rockets or transport the energy crystals using the tube system.
MT-21 Mobile Mining Unit
7-12 years.

7648

MX-71 Recon Dropship
From 7-14 years
7692

MX-41 Switch Fighter
7-12 years.
7647

MB-01 Eagle Command Base
8-14 years.
7690

Alien minifigure glows in the dark!

7695

MX-11 Astro Fighter
6-12 years.
2008 is an important year for LEGO Star Wars™ with all-new models, minifigures, and incredible features!

These models span the Star Wars galaxy, from Episode I to the exciting new TV-series Star Wars: The Clone Wars and the video game Star Wars: The Force Unleashed.

The 2008 models are taking the classic Star Wars action and adventure to the next level!

Anakin's Jedi starfighter is ready to do battle with the Separatists in Star Wars: The Clone Wars. Includes retractable landing gear, flick missiles, and an ejection button for R2-D2.

7656
General Grievous Starfighter™
7-12 years.

7669
Anakin's Jedi Starfighter™
7-12 years.

7668
Rebel Scout Speeder™
6-12 years.

7667
Imperial Dropship™
6-12 years.
New January

Juno Eclipse™ Darth Vader’s Apprentice Darth Vader™

7660 Naboo N-1 Starfighter™ and Vulture Droid™ 8-12 years.

7670 Halifire Droid & Spider Droid™ 7-12 years.

7671 AT-AP Walker™ 8-12 years.

7672 Rogue Shadow™

8-12 years.

Featured in Star Wars™: The Force Unleashed video game, this sleek black starship is piloted by Juno Eclipse, an Imperial Officer. Includes blaster cannon, hidden rockets and firing rockets.

www.LEGO.com

Cockpit opens and retractable stabiliser leg extends.

The Halifire Droid supported by Spider Droid and four Battle Droids.
All New February

Toa Nuva

When the legendary Toa Nuva arrive in the midst of a furious air battle between Matoran villagers and the evil, bat-like members of the Brotherhood of Mahra they discover their high-tech adaptative armour allows them to fly. They decide to split into two teams. Kopaka, Pohatu and Lewa stay with the besieged villagers. The villagers call the Toa Nuva “Phantoka”, the Matoran word for “spirits of the air”.

Shooting function

Matoran and Phantoka physically combine - the Toa Nuva gain the Matoran’s knowledge of Karda Nui.

8686
Toa Lewa
7-16 years.

8685
Toa Kopaka
7-16 years.

8687
Toa Pohatu
7-16 years.

8844

8666

Brotherhood of Makuta

The evil, bat-like Brotherhood of Makuta lost their sight in the surge of light and energy that brought Mata Nui back to life. Using their Tridak Pods and Masks of Power, they turn the Matoran of Light evil so they can use the evil Matoran to act as their "eyes." The villagers call the Brotherhood of Makuta "Phantoka," the Matoran word for "spirits of the air."

8693 Chirox 7-16 years.
8692 Vamprah 7-16 years.
8691 Antroz 7-16 years.

PHANTOKA TEAM UP

and the blind Brotherhood of Makuta use the Matoran as their "eyes." This symbiotic connection makes the Matoran and Phantoka stronger.
The Matoran of Light defend their land against the evil Brotherhood of Makuta. The bat-like Makuta have used shadow leeches to turn some of the Matoran evil. Now both groups of Matoran must join forces with more powerful allies in the fight for the future of the universe.

All New
February
Given a hero's welcome and dubbed the Toa Mahri by the city's inhabitants, the Toa now face their greatest challenge — the Mask of Life is in the hands of the ferocious Barraki, and lies at the very bottom of the Pit. If the Toa have any hope of recovering the Mask and overcoming the Barraki, they will need every ounce of their strength and wits. Let the battle begin!

BIONICLE

MAHRI

8910 Toa Kongu
7-16 years.

8911 Toa Jaller
7-16 years.

8912 Toa Howkli
7-16 years.

8913 Toa Nuparu
7-16 years.

8914 Toa Hahli
7-16 years.

8915 Toa Matoro
7-16 years.
This mighty sea creature was created by the Mask of Life as its new guardian. With its massive jaws, powerful claws, and squid shooter, it can take on and defeat any Toa team! Gadunka features a dual-coloured head in the dark skull and an “ammono” in the Gadunka 8-16 years.

Never knowing what it meant to live, the Mask of Life gathered stray molecules and became mortal, the Toa Ignika. Now, flying on a powerful skyboard and armed with a Midak Skyblaster and keen sword, he is determined to be a hero!

8697 Toa Ignika 8-16 years.

The powerful jailer of the Pit, Hydraxon, is a weapons master. Armed with explosive boomerangs, wrist knives, Cordak revolving blaster, and protected by thick armour, he is ready to join the Toa in their fight against the Borraki and Maxilos.

8923 Hydraxon 8-16 years.

Once just a guardian robot, Maxilos has been taken over by an evil intelligence determined to destroy the Toa Mahi. Aided by his energy bond, Spinax, Maxilos uses his twin-bladed black fire sword and shoulder-mounted Cordak revolving blaster to seize control of the Pit.

8924 Maxilos and Spinax 8-16 years.

Shooting function of Hydraxon and Maxilos
Power Racers are fast and furious LEGO® Racers with pull-back motors and power slammers! Use the ramp to jump or combine them to make bigger, cooler racers.

- **8490**: Desert Hopper
  - 7-12 years.

- **8491**: Ram Rod
  - 7-12 years.

- **8492**: Mud Hopper
  - 7-12 years.

- **8493**: Red Ace
  - 7-12 years.

- **8494**: Ring of Fire
  - 7-12 years.

All New January 2014.
Got a need for speed?
Race these cool 1:55 scale street-inspired Tiny Turbos!
Some Tiny Turbos can be combined while others come with glow in the dark.
8153 Ferrari F1 Truck
6-12 years.

1:55

New January

8155 Ferrari F1 Pit
From 7-14 years

1:655

New January

The most popular Ferrari play sets now come in Tiny Turbos 1:55 scale.

ITALIAN GRAND PRIX

Ferrari
Official Licensed Product

1:17
Rev up your ultimate dirt bike with a working drive chain that powers the V2 engine! And challenge any off-road terrain with the front and rear suspension or use the kickstand to take a short break from the action. Rebuilds into a Chopper.

Race on nearly any terrain with the dune buggy! Manoeuvre this agile buggy using the front wheel steering, enjoy a smooth ride with the suspension system and see the rear-mounted pistons move as you race. Rebuilds into a Tractor.
Using the Power Function system – battery and motor – the impressive boom of the bucket truck can move up and down. Or use the switch to make the boom turn 360 degrees. Rebuilds into a Dump Truck.
100% pure power! With its impressive size and remote-controlled Power Functions, the Motorized Bulldozer is the king of the construction site. Activate all the functions at the press of a button: set the giant in motion—see the pistons move or make it turn 360° on the spot. Not enough? Use the ripper and blade to finish all sorts of construction jobs.

8275
Motorized Bulldozer
11-16 years.
LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT

How to build with LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT!

1. Build
2. Program
3. GO!

LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT
MINDSTORMS® NXT features an intelligent brick with a microcomputer brain, numerous sensors and easy-to-use “drag and drop” programming software enabling you to build robots in your own home. With the Quick Start Guide you will have a robot ready for action within 30 minutes. MINDSTORMS NXT empowers you to build and program robots that do what you want!

Program robot actions on your computer

Touch sensor
Enables the robot to feel and react to its environment

Interactive Servo Motors
Ensures that the robot moves with precision

NXT
The most intelligent brick – a stronger LEGO microcomputer

Sound sensor
Enables the robot to hear and react to sound

Light sensor
Enables the robot to detect light and colour

Ultrasonic Sensor...

8527
LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT
From 10 years.

WWW.MINDSTORMS.COM